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Most animal species show seasonal and annual
population fluctuations. Different theories explain
these population changes focusing on the role  of
density-dependence biotic interaction. Based on the
hypothesis that populations of Calomys venustus
are regulated by intrinsic mechanisms, Polop (1996),
proposes a model with a main intrinsic mechanism
to explain its population dynamic based on
Boonstra’s senescence hypothesis and extrinsic fac-
tors acting as abundance determinants. In this the-
sis the assumptions and some predictions of the
Boonstra’s hipothesis were proved: 1-That breed-
ing animals present during declines are significantly
older than those at comparable times in non-decline
years. 2-That the young of females removed from
decline populations should have lower fitness
(smaller litter size, lower survival and growth of
progeny) than those removed from increase and peak
population when removed to either the laboratory
or to vacant field habitats. 3- If senescence is the
sole cause of declines, then old animals should have
lower fitness (reproduction and survival) even if
they have not been exposed to the prior effects of
peak density. 4-Alternatively, if the exposure to peak
densities is the sole cause of declines, then animals
that are kept under optimum conditions and pre-
vented from breeding until the next season should
have a fitness similar to that of young animals.

Furthermore,  in order to analyse the effect of
weather fluctuation pattern on  C.venustus, the re-
lation between climatic variables and population
abundance was described.

Samples taken during 16 years (1984-1999) us-
ing time-series complemented with fences studies
were analysed. To determine population abundance
of C.venustus in the rural zone of Chucul, traplines
and grids systems of CMR were used. Animals were
assigned to their different cohorts on the bases of
mass and body size using discriminant functions
for each month, by sex. The cohort distribution was
analysed by season in each year. The population
abundance showed seasonal and annual fluctuations,

which allowed  the determination of increment, peak
and decline phases. The population  fluctuation
pattern was characterised as a regulated system with
a deterministic and stochastic components and a
first order density-dependence. The years 1985,
1991, 1996 and 1999 recorded peak densities and
the immediately subsequent years  were defined as
years of decline. During an increment phase,
C.venustus would be represented by cohort3-females
as overwinter, while cohort2-females would be less
represented.  In the fall of a peak year, cohort2-
females will predominate numerically and
behaviourally with respect to cohort3-females. The
predominance of cohort2-females in the composi-
tion of overwinter, proceeding from peak abundance,
where the senescence effect  becomes evident, would
explain the decline in population numbers during
these reproductive period. Moreover, the density
effect would explain the persistence of the decline
phase in succeeding years. Cohorts 2 and 3, will
produce small litter size, and then low recruitment
of cohort 1. Females will show a low growth rates
and survival, generating low abundance of each
cohort. Cohort2 will predominate in summer. In
fall,  the relation of cohort 2 with respect to cohort
3 will be higher if the reproductive period finishes
early. The duration of  the density effect will deter-
mine the end of the decline phase.

Minimum  temperature would be affecting the
population fluctuations of C.venustus.  The end of
the reproductive period and the environmental con-
ditions, would act as abundance determinants and
would determine the moment in which regulator
factors and mechanisms may act.
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